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Multi-agent plan reconfiguration under
local LTL specifications

Meng Guo and Dimos V. Dimarogonas

Abstract

We propose a cooperative motion and task planning scheme for multi-agent systems where the agents have independently

assigned local tasks, specified as linear temporal logic formulas. These tasks contain hard and soft sub-specifications. A

least-violating initial plan is synthesized first for the potentially infeasible task and the partially-known workspace. This

discrete plan is then implemented by the potential-field-based navigation controllers. While the system runs, each agent

updates its knowledge about the workspace via its sensing capability and shares this knowledge with its neighbouring

agents. Based on the knowledge update, each agent verifies and revises its motion plan in real time. It is ensured that the

hard specification is always fulfilled for safety and the satisfaction for the soft specification is improved gradually. The

design is distributed as only local interactions are assumed. The overall framework is demonstrated by a case study and

an experiment.
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1. Introduction

Temporal-logic-based motion planning has gained signifi-

cant attention in recent years, as it provides a fully auto-

mated correct-by-design controller synthesis approach for

autonomous robots. Temporal logics such as linear tem-

poral logic (LTL) and computation tree logic (CTL) provide

formal high-level languages that can describe planning

objectives more complex than the well-studied point-to-

point navigation (LaValle, 2006; Karaman and Frazzoli,

2011). The task specification is given as a temporal logic

formula with respect to the discretized abstraction of the

robot motion modelled as a finite transition system

(Fainekos et al., 2006; Belta et al., 2007; Bhatia et al.,

2010; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Kress-Gazit et al., 2011;

Wongpiromsarn et al., 2012). Then a high-level discrete

plan is found by off-the-shelf model-checking algorithms

(Baier and Katoen, 2008) given the finite transition system

and the task specification. This discrete plan is then imple-

mented through the corresponding low-level hybrid

controller.

The LTL methodology has also been applied for multi-

agent systems. Most of the existing work focuses on how to

decompose a global specification to bisimilar local ones in

a top-down approach, which can be then implemented by

individual agents in a synchronized (Karaman and Frazzoli,

2008; Chen et al., 2012) and partially-synchronized (Ding

et al., 2011; Kloetzer et al., 2011; Ulusoy et al., 2013) man-

ner. Here we instead assume that local task specifications

are assigned independently to each agent and there is no

pre-specified global task, such as in Filippidis et al. (2012);

Guo and Dimarogonas (2013); Tumova and Dimarogonas

(2014); Guo and Dimarogonas (2014). Since we assume

that the workspace is only partially-known to each agent

initially, the task specification might be infeasible given this

initial workspace model and the current motion plan might

need to be revised whenever the workspace is updated.

Our previous work (Guo and Dimarogonas, 2013)

addresses the first aspect by synthesizing a static motion

plan off-line that fulfils a potentially infeasible task as

much as possible; Guo and Dimarogonas (2014) considers

hard and soft sub-specifications, where the hard specifica-

tion should be always fulfilled while the soft part can be

relaxed. We further improve this technique by combining

the discrete plan revision with low-level hybrid controller
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updates, to ensure successful execution of the plan. Similar

strategies to synthesize the least-violating plan under safety

rules are proposed by Tumova et al. (2013), where the level

of satisfiability is measured differently from this work.

Moreover, instead of synthesizing a static plan once and

off-line, we put here emphasis on the real-time plan recon-

figuration and implementation strategy to guarantee safety

for all time and improve satisfiability gradually. The prob-

lem of revising infeasible task specification is also studied

by Kim et al. (2012), where the relaxed specification is the

closest to the original one and can be fulfilled. Since there

is often more than one plan satisfying the relaxed specifica-

tion that may fulfil the original task to different extents, we

aim at synthesizing directly the plan that balances between

its implementation cost and the satisfiability with respect

to the original task, which at the same time is adapted

along with the agent’s knowledge update about the work-

space. Raman and Kress-Gazit (2011) proposes a frame-

work to analyse potentially unsynthesizable parts of the

task specifications using LTLMoP toolkit. Regarding the

second aspect related to real-time plan revising, related

approaches can be found for single-agent systems, e.g., in

our earlier work (Guo et al., 2013), in Livingston et al.

(2012) by local ‘‘patching’’, in Maly et al. (2013) by a

multi-layered synergistic framework; for multi-agent sys-

tems in Guo and Dimarogonas (2014). In this work, new

algorithms for the on-the-fly construction of product auto-

maton are proposed to reduce the computational complex-

ity of both updating the system model and revising the

motion plan. Johnson and Kress-Gazit (2011) analyses the

correctness of high-level robot behaviours under sensor

uncertainties with a probabilistic approach, while robust-

ness of this controller synthesis approach for system with

model uncertainties is investigated by Wolff et al. (2012)

and Topcu et al. (2012).

Potential-field-based navigation techniques such as the

navigation function proposed by Koditschek and Rimon

(1990) provide an easy-to-implement and provably correct

point-to-point navigation algorithm, which has been suc-

cessfully applied in both single- (Loizou and Jadbabaie,

2006) and multi-agent (Dimarogonas and Kyriakopoulos,

2007) motion planning under different geometric con-

straints. Formal high-level languages such as LTL and CTL

described earlier allow us to describe more complex plan-

ning objectives. Attempts to combine the strengths of both

frameworks have appeared in the work of Loizou and

Kyriakopoulos (2004), Fainekos et al. (2006) and Filippidis

et al. (2012). Loizou and Kyriakopoulos (2004) provide a

centralized approach to switch among various control sub-

objectives such as formation and navigation. Our earlier

work (Filippidis et al., 2012) proposes a framework for

decentralized verification from local LTL specifications

and under connectivity constraints. However, in both refer-

ences above the workspace is assumed to be fully-known

and no real-time reconfiguration scheme is considered.

The proposed cooperative motion and task planning

scheme for multi-agent systems has the following

attributes: (i) locally assigned tasks and a partially-known

workspace are considered; (ii) new regions of interest are

added to the system model in real-time after knowledge

update and incorporated in the planning algorithm after-

wards; (iii) it is distributed since only local interaction

between neighbouring agents are assumed; (iv) while the

hard specification that preserves safety is always guaran-

teed by the reconfiguration algorithm, the satisfaction of

the soft specification is improved gradually by triggering

the optimal plan synthesis algorithm in an event-based

fashion (Heemels et al., 2012); (v) the communication pay-

load is significantly reduced compared with a fully syn-

chronized solution, due to the subscriber–publisher scheme

that will be described in the sequel; both static and dynamic

communication topologies can be handled; (vi) computa-

tional complexity is reduced by the on-the-fly construction

and revision of the system model; (vii) it can potentially be

applied to many existing partition and motion planning

techniques, such as probabilistic roadmap method and

rapidly-exploring random trees (Bhatia et al., 2010;

Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011; Bhatia et al., 2011).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

briefly introduces essential preliminaries. The description

of agent dynamics and task specifications are given in

Section 3. In Section 4, we present how to synthesize an

initial optimal plan. Section 5 focuses on how the knowl-

edge is transferred among the agents. Real-time algorithms

to update the system model and the agent plan are provided

in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the overall structure of

the framework. Numerical examples and experiments are

presented in Section 8. Conclusions and directions for

future research are summarized in Section 9.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Potential-field-based navigation

The workspace we consider is bounded by a large sphere in

2-D space W= fq 2 R
2j q� q0k� r0gk , where q0 2 R

2

and r0 . 0 are the centre and radius. WithinW there exists

N smaller spheres around the points of interest, which are

described by pi =Bri
(qi)= fq 2 R

2j q� qik k� rig, where

qi 2 R
2 is the point of interest and ri . 0 is the radius of pi.

Note that {ri} represent the margins we want to attain with

respect to the points of interest, rather than necessarily some

physical quantities. Denote by P = {p1,.,pN} and

pfree =WnP= fq 2 R
2j q 2 W, q 62 Pg as the free space

inW.

Definition 1. The partition of P within W is valid if and

only if: (i) pi � W, for all pi 2 P; (ii) pi \ pj = ;, for all

pi, pj 2 P and pi 6¼ pj.

Given a valid set of sphere regions P within W, the

potential function proposed by Koditschek and Rimon

(1990) provides a straightforward algorithm to construct a

path from almost any initial position in the free space

(except a set of measure zero) to any goal position in the

free space, while avoiding all obstacles represented by
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sphere regions in P. In detail, denote by qs, qd 2 pfree the

initial and goal positions, where qs 6¼ qd. The associated

navigation function is given by

F(q) M¼ g

(gk +b)
1
k

ð1Þ

where k . 0 is a design parameter, q 2 R
2 and F 2 [0,1].

Here g
M¼ kq 2 qdk2 represents the attractive potential

from the goal qd and b
M¼
QN

j= 0 bj is the repulsive poten-

tial from the the workspace boundary and sphere obstacles,

where b0
M¼ r2

0 � q� q0k k2
and bj

M¼ q� qj

�� ��2�r2
j ,

j = 1;: : :; N. It has been proved by Koditschek and Rimon

(1990) that F(q) reaches its minimal value 0 only at the

goal point and maximal value 1 at the boundaries of W
and P.

In addition to its provable mathematical correctness,

another strength of (1) is that it provides a straightforward

motion planning algorithm. By following the negated gradi-

ent 2rqF, it is guaranteed that for sufficiently large k, (i) g

! 0, namely q! qd when t! N; (ii) bj . 0 holds for all

t � 0, j = 0, 1;: : :; N. This navigation algorithm plays an

important role in the hybrid controller synthesis scheme later.

2.2. LTL

The basic ingredients of an LTL formula are a set of atomic

propositions AP and several Boolean and temporal opera-

tors, which are formed according to the following syntax

(Baier and Katoen, 2008): u ::¼ True j a j
u1 ^ u2 j :u j �u j u1 Uu2; where a 2 AP and �
(next), U (until). For brevity, we omit the derivations of

other operators such as h (always), e (eventually),)
(implication) and the semantics of LTL formulas. We refer

the readers to Chapter 5 of Baier and Katoen (2008). There

is a union of infinite words that satisfy u: Words(u) =

{s 2 (2AP)vjs"u}, where "4 (2AP)v 3 u is the satis-
faction relation, see Definition 5.6 of Baier and Katoen
(2008).

Furthermore there exists a non-deterministic Büchi auto-

maton (NBA) Au over 2AP corresponding to u (Clarke

et al., 1999; Baier and Katoen, 2008). It is defined as

Au =(Q, 2AP, d, Q0, F ) where Q is a finite set of states;

Q04Q is the set of initial states, 2AP is the set of input

alphabets; d: Q 3 2AP! 2Q is a transition relation and

F � Q is a set of accepting states. Denote by x(qm,

qn) = {l 2 2APjqn 2 d (qm, l)} the set of all input alphabets

that enable the transition from qm to qn in d. An infinite run

R of a NBA is an infinite sequence of states, which starts

from an initial state and follows the transition relation. An

infinite run is called accepting if Inf(R) \ F 6¼ ;, where

Inf(R) is the set of states that appear in R infinitely often

Baier and Katoen (2008). Denote by Lv(Au) the accepted

language of Au, which is the set of infinite words over 2AP

that result in an accepting run in Au. There always exists

Au such that Words(u)=Lv(Au), see Theorem 5.41 of

Baier and Katoen (2008). There are fast translation algo-

rithms (Gastin and Oddoux, 2001) from an LTL formula to

NBA. This process can be done in time and space 2O(juj).

3. Agent description

3.1. Dynamics and abstraction

We consider a team of autonomous agents with unique

identities (IDs) k 2 K= f1, 2;: : :;Kg. They all satisfy the

single-integrator dynamics:

_qk = uk ð2Þ

where qk(t), uk(t) 2 R
2 are the position and control signal

of agent k at time t. For all agents, the allowed sphere

workspace is the same and known a priori, denoted by

W= fq 2 R
2j q� q0k k� r0g, where q0 2 R and r0 . 0

are the centre and radius. Note that the agents are modelled

as point masses without volume, meaning that inter-agent

collisions are not considered.

Each agent has different initial knowledge of the work-

space W and this knowledge is updated via the sensing

and communication scheme described later. In particular,

the set of sphere regions known to agent k at time t is

denoted by Pt
k = fpk, i, i= 1, . . . ,Nkg, where pk, i =

Brk, i
(qk, i); qk,i and rk,i are the centre and radius; Nk 2 N

+ .

The corresponding free space is given by

pt
k, free =WnPt

k = fq 2 R
2jq 2 W, q 62 Pt

kg. There is a

set of atomic propositions indicating the properties of inter-

est to agent k, denoted by APk = fa1, a2, . . . , aMk
g, which

does not change with time. The properties satisfied by

pk, i 2 Pt
k known to agent k at time t is denoted by the

labeling function Lt
k : Pt

k ! 2APk . Note that APk might be

different among the agents due to heterogeneity.

Instead of finding a collision-free path in the free space

from an initial point to a goal point as discussed in Section

2.1, we are interested in constructing the feedback control-

ler that navigates agent k from any point within one sphere

region pk, s 2 Pt
k to one point within another region

pk, g 2 Pt
k where pk,g 6¼ pk,s, while avoiding the rest of the

sphere regions in Pt
k . Let pk, g =Brk, g

(qk, g) and

pk, s =Brk, s
(qk, s). This can be done in two steps: (i) con-

struct the potential function F(q) using (1), where qk,g is

the goal position and fpk, j 2 Pt
k , j 6¼ s, gg are regions

to avoid; specifically, gg = kq 2 qk,gk2 and

bsg ¼
D QNk

j= 0, j 6¼s, g bj, where b0 ¼
D

r2
0 � q� q0k k2

, and

bj ¼
D

q� qk, j

�� ��2�r2
k, j; (ii) by following the negated gradi-

ent of F(q) with respect to q, it is guaranteed that from any

point within pk,s, there is a collision-free path to some

point within pk,g. In particular, we denote by

Ut
k(pk, s, pk, g) the navigation controller from pk,s to pk,g:

U t
k(pk, s,pk, g)= uk(t)= � lkrq

gg

(gk
g +bsg)

1
k

ð3Þ
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where lk . 0 is the controller gain. Another particular case

of (3) is that when pk,s is set to ; as used in Section 4.3, it

means that this agent starts from one point in the free space

and all regions in Pt
k except pk,g are treated as regions to

avoid. Note that the asymptotic stability of the above con-

troller guarantees the convergence to some point within

pk,g in finite time (Loizou and Jadbabaie, 2006). It can be

verified that Pt
k remains valid after removing pk,g and pk,s

if Pt
k is valid withinW.

With the above ingredients, agent k’s possible motion

withinW at time t is abstracted as a weighted finite transi-

tion system (wFTS):

T t
k =(Pt

k , !t
k , Pt

k, 0, APk , Lt
k , W t

k) ð4Þ

where: (i) Pt
k = fpk, 1, . . . ,pk,Nk

g is the finite set of

sphere regions defined earlier, where pk, n =Brk, n
(qk, n), for

all n = 1,., Nk; (ii) !t
k � Pt

k 3Pt
k is the transition rela-

tion; (iii) Pt
k, 0 2 Pt

k is the initial region the robot may start

from; (iv) APk = fa1, a2, . . . , aMk
g is the set of atomic

propositions introduced earlier; (v) Lt
k : Pt

k ! 2APk is the

labeling function; (vi) W t
k :!t

k! R
+ represents the

implementation (energy/time) cost (Guo et al., 2013),

which is approximated by the straight-line distance between

regions qk, s � qk, g

�� �� for ðpk, s, pk, gÞ 2!t
k.

Note that Loizou and Kyriakopoulos (2003) also pro-

vides the NF-based control strategy for non-holonomic vehi-

cles. The rest of the framework still applies by replacing (3)

with the one proposed in Loizou and Kyriakopoulos (2003).

Compared with other cell decomposition schemes such tri-

angles (Belta et al., 2007), polygons (Belta et al., 2005) and

hexagons (Oikonomopoulos et al., 2009), this sphere-area-

based approach typically reduces the size of the resulting

abstraction since it only includes regions of interest, rather

than a complete partition of the workspace.

We assume that T t
k does not have a terminal state (Baier

and Katoen, 2008). Then an infinite path of T t
k is an

infinite sequence of states tt
k =pk, 0pk, 1pk, 2 . . . such that

(pk, i,pk, i+ 1) 2!t
k for all i . 0. Its trace is defined

as the sequence of atomic propositions that are true at

the states along the path, i.e. trace(tt
k)= Lt

k(pk, 0)
Lt

k(pk, 1)L
t
k(pk, 2) . . ., which is an infinite word over 2APk.

3.2. Local task specification

Agent k’s task specification uk is an LTL formula over APk.

We assume that uk remains unchanged for all agents once

the system starts. Denote by uk jAPk
as the set of atomic pro-

positions appearing in uk. In particular, we consider the

task specification uk with the following structure:

uk =usoft
k ^ uhard

k ð5Þ

where usoft
k and uhard

k are ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘hard’’ sub-formulas.

Here uhard
k could include safety constraints such as colli-

sion-avoidance: ‘‘avoid all obstacles’’ or energy-supply

guarantee: ‘‘visit the charging station infinitely often’’.

Introducing soft and hard specifications is due to the obser-

vation that the partially-known workspace might render

parts of the specification infeasible initially and, thus, yield-

ing the need for them to be relaxed, while the safety-critical

parts should not be relaxed during the process.

Definition 2. Given an infinite path tt
k =pk, 0pk, 1pk, 2 . . .

of T t
k and the task specification uk, tk is called: (i) valid if

(pk, i,pk, i+ 1) 2!t
k , for i = 0,1,2.; (ii) safe if

trace(tt
k) � uhard

k ; (iii) satisfying if trace(tt
k) � uk .

4. Initial task and motion plan synthesis

In this section, we discuss how each agent synthesizes its

initial task and motion plan when the system starts, based

on their initial knowledge and task specification.

4.1. Safety-ensured product automaton

Denote by Ahard
k =(Q1, 2APk , d1, Q1, 0, F 1) and

Asoft
k =(Q2, 2APk , d2, Q2, 0, F 2) as the NBA associated

with uhard
k and usoft

k , respectively. Analogously the func-

tions x1() of Ahard
k and x2() of Asoft

k are defined as in

Section 2.2. Now we propose a way to construct the inter-

section of Ahard
k and Asoft

k in a way that it is safety-ensured

and relaxed.

Definition 3 (Relaxed automata intersection). The relaxed

intersection of Ahard
k and Asoft

k is defined by:

eAuk
=(Q, 2APk , d, Q0, F ) ð6Þ

where Q = Q1 3 Q2 3 {1,2}; Q0 = Q1,0 3 Q2,0 3 {1};

F=F 1 3 Q2 3 f1g; d: Q 3 2APk ! 2Q, with h�q1, �q2,�ci
2 d(hq1, q2, ci, l) when the following three conditions

hold: (i) l 2 x1(q1, �q1); (ii) x2(q2, �q2) 6¼ ;; (iii) q1 62 F 1

and �c= c= 1; or q2 62 F 2 and �c= c= 2; or q1 2 F 1,

c = 1 and �c= 2; or q2 2 F 2, c = 2 and �c= 1.

Note that in Definition 3 we relax the requirement that

there should exist a common input alphabet that enables

the transitions from qi to �qi for both i = 1,2, compared with

the standard definition of Büchi automata intersection (see

Chapter 4.3 of Baier and Katoen (2008)). An accepting run

R of eAuk
should intersect with the accepting set F infi-

nitely often. The last component c 2 {1,2} in Q ensures

that R has to intersect with both F 1 3 Q2 3 f1g and

Q1 3F 2 3 f2g. This fact is used in the proof of Theorem

1 below. Denote by RjQ1
the projection of R onto the states

of Ahard
k .

Theorem 1. Given an accepting run R of eAuk
, RjQ1

is an

accepting run of Ahard
k . Moreover, Lv( eAuk

) � Lv(Ahard
k ).

Proof. By the definition of an accepting run, at least one of

accepting states in F should appear in R infinitely often.

The projection of F onto Q1 is F 1, therefore one of the

accepting states in F 1 is visited infinitely often by RjQ1
.

On the other hand, since l 2 x1(q1, �q1) is ensured by the
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definition of d, all transitions along RjQ1
are valid for

Ahard
k . As a result, RjQ1

is an accepting run of Ahard
k . For

the second part, given any infinite word s with

s 2 Lv( eAuk
), s results in an accepting run of eAuk

,

denoted by Rs. It has been proved that RsjQ1
is also an

accepting run of Ahard
k , which implies that s 2 Lv(Ahard

k ).
Thus, for any s 2 Lv( eAuk

), s 2 Lv(Ahard
k ) holds, namely

Lv( eAuk
) � Lv(Ahard

k ). h

Since we need to guarantee that uhard
k is fulfilled com-

pletely and usoft
k is fulfilled as much as possible, the stan-

dard model-checking-based planning algorithm (Baier and

Katoen, 2008; Fainekos et al., 2009) may fail to provide a

solution. We rely on our earlier work (Guo and

Dimarogonas, 2013, 2014) to construct the weighted prod-

uct automaton in order to handle both feasible and poten-

tially infeasible LTL specifications.

Definition 4 (Weighted product automaton). The weighted

product Büchi automaton eAt
p, k = T t

k 3 eAuk
=

(Q0, d0, Q00 , F0, Wp) is defined as follows:

	 Q0=Pt
k 3 Q, q0 = hp, qi 2 Q0, for all p 2 Pt

k and

for all q 2 Q;
	 d0: Q0! 2Q0. hpj, qni 2d0(hpi, qmi) if and only if

(pi, pj) 2!t
k and qn 2 d(qm, Lt

k(pi));
	 Q00 =Pt

0, t 3 Q0 is the set of initial states;
	 F 0=Pt

k 3F is the set of accepting states;
	 Wp : d0 ! R

+ is the weight function to be defined.

Recall that APk = fa1, . . . , aMk
g. To define the weight

function Wp, we first introduce the evaluation function

Eval: 2APk ! f0, 1gMk :

Eval(l)= n, ½ ni 
=
1 if ai 2 l

0 if ai 62 l

�
ð7Þ

where i = 1,2,., Mk, l 2 2APk and n 2 f0, 1gMk . Then a

metric (2APk , r) is defined as

r(l, l0)= n � n0k k1 =
XMk

i= 1

j ni � n0i j ð8Þ

where n = Eval(l), n0 = Eval(l0) and l, l0 2 2APk ; k�k1 is

the ‘1 norm. Here r(�) also measures the Hamming distance

(Forney, 1966) between two Boolean strings l and l0. Then

we define the distance between an element l 2 2APk to a set

x � 2APk (x 6¼ ;) (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2009):

Dist (l, x)=
0 if l 2 x

minl02x r(l, l0) otherwise

�
ð9Þ

Note that Dist(l, x) is not defined for x = ;. For hpj,

qni 2 d0(hpi, qmi), its weight is computed in the following

way:

Wp(hpi, qmi, hpj, qni)
=W t

k(pi,pj)+a � Dist(Lt
k(pi), x2(q2, �q2))

ð10Þ

where qm = hq1, q2, ci and qn = h�q1, �q2,�ci; a � 0 is a

design parameter; x2(q2, �q2)= fl 2 2APk j (q2, l, �q2) 2 d2g
consists of all input alphabets that enable the transition

from q2 to �q2 in Asoft
k . Recall that x2(q2, �q2) 6¼ ; by condi-

tion (ii) in Definition 3. Moreover, it holds that

Dist (Lt
k(pi), x1(q1, �q1))= 0, for all hpj, qni 2d0(hpi,

qmi), qm = hq1, q2, ci and qn = h�q1, �q2, �ci from the defini-

tion of d0. The weight function (10) consists of two parts:

W t
k(pi, pj) measures the implementation cost of the transi-

tion from pi to pj and Dist (Lt
k(pi), x2(q2, �q2)) measures

how much this transition violates the constraints imposed

by Asoft
k . The design parameter a reflects the relative pen-

alty on violating the soft specification, which should be

chosen relatively large under partially-known workspace.

Theorem 2. Assume that Rt
k is an accepting run of eAt

p, k .

Its projection on Pt
k , tk =Rt

k jPt
k
, is both valid and safe for

T t
k and uk by Definition 2.

Proof. The fact that tt
k is valid can be verified from the

definition of d0. This is because every transition in d0,
when projected onto Pt

k , is a valid transition within !k,

meaning that tt
k is always implementable by T t

k. Second,

since Rt
k is an accepting run of eAt

p, k , then

trace(tt
k) 2 Lv( eAuk

), which implies trace(tt
k) 2

Lv(Ahard
k )by Theorem 1. Since Words(uhard

k ) =Lv

(Ahard
k ), trace(tt

k) 2 Words(uhard
k ), which indicates that

tt
k is also safe by Definition 2.

Given the desired value of a in (10), eAt
p, k can be fully

constructed by Definition 4, as proposed in Guo et al

(2013) and Smith et al. (2011). However since the size ofeAt
p, k is particularly very large for practical problems, espe-

cially given that the sizes of both Ahard
k and Asoft

k are expo-

nential to the length of formulas usoft
k and uhard

k .

Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5, T t
k and eAt

p, k need

to be updated frequently given the multi-agent knowledge

transfer scheme and partially-known workspace.

Thus, we propose to construct eAt
p, k on-the-fly along

with the plan synthesis and revising algorithms proposed in

Algorithms 3 and 8 later. In other words, the states and

transition relations of eAt
p, k are built ‘‘on demand’’. When

the planning algorithm visits any state qs
0 2 Q0 and calls

Algorithm 1 for the adjacency relation of qs
0, Algorithm 1

iterates through all successors of qs
0 and returns the corre-

sponding transition qg
02d0(qs

0) along with its weight. Note

that each state qs
0 2 Q0 is marked by the label ‘‘visited’’ or

‘‘unvisited’’, to indicate if the transitions originated from qs
0

need to be re-constructed. If qs
0 is marked ‘unvisited’, lines

5–12 construct the transitions by Definition 4 where q0s’s
successor q0g is added to q0 as states to be visited (line 10)

by the planning algorithms introduced later. If q0s is marked

‘visited’, it means that its adjacency relation has been con-

structed thus can be returned directly (lines 2–4).

Algorithm 2 checks whether q0g 2 d0(q0s), given a pair of

states (q0s, q0g). If so, q0g is added to d0(q0s) and its weight

is calculated by Definition 4 (lines 4–5). The markers ‘‘vis-

ited’’ and ‘‘unvisited’’ play an important role in the pro-

posed framework: (i) the adjacency relation of states that
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have been visited before can be returned directly, meaning

that the results from previous planning iterations can be

reused later; (ii) it provides an efficient way to update eAt
p, k

in case of updates in T t
k as described in Algorithm 6 that

follows.

4.2. Discrete plan synthesis

In order to measure the implementation cost of different

accepting runs of eAp, k and how much they violate the soft

specification, we consider the accepting runs with the fol-

lowing prefix–suffix structure:

Rt
k = q00 q01 � � � ½ q0f q0f + 1 � � � � � � q0n 


v, ð11Þ

where q00 2 Q00 and q0f 2 F0. The prefix part (q00 q01.q0f)
of Rt

k from an initial state q00 to one accepting state q0f is

executed only once. The suffix part (q0f q0f + 1.q0n) of Rt
k

from q0f back to itself is repeated infinitely. An accepting

run with the prefix–suffix structure has a finite representa-

tion as (11) and the total cost of Rt
k is given by

Cost(Rt
k ,
eAt

p, k)=
Xf�1

i= 0

Wp(q
0
i, q0i+ 1)+g

Xn�1

i= f

Wp(q
0
i, q0i+ 1)

=costtt
k
+a � distusoft

k
ð12Þ

where g � 0; the second equality is derived by inserting

(10);

costtt
k
=
Xf�1

i= 0

W t
k(pi, pi+ 1)+ g

Xn�1

i= f

W t
k(pi, pi+ 1)

is the accumulated implementation cost of the motion plan

tt
k =Rt

k jPt
k
;

distusoft
k

=
Xf�1

i= 0

Dist(Lt
k(pi), x2(q

0
ijQ2

, q0i+ 1jQ2
))

+ g
Xn�1

i= f

Dist(Lt
k(pi), x2(q

0
ijQ2

, q0i+ 1jQ2
))

is the accumulated distance of tt
k with respect to the soft

constraints imposed by Ausoft
k

, where q0ijQ2
and q0i+ 1jQ2

are

the projection of q0i and q0i + 1 onto the states Q2 of Asoft
k .

The design parameter g represents the relative weighting

on the cost of transient response (the prefix) and steady

response (the suffix) to the task specification (Ulusoy et al.,

2013).

Remark 1. Compared with the cost function proposed in

Smith et al. (2011) which is designed for fully-known work-

spaces and feasible task specifications, (12) incorporates

both the implementation cost and satisfiability to the task

specification, between which the balance is tunable by

changing ‘a’. This is an important aspect for the multi-

agent reconfiguration scheme under partially-known work-

spaces and potentially infeasible tasks, where each agent

could have different ‘a’ based on its knowledge about the

workspace.

The prefix–suffix structure is more of a way to formulate

the total cost of an accepting run, rather than a conservative

assumption. If an accepting run exists, by its definition at

least one accepting state should appear in it infinitely often.

Among all the finite number of cycles starting for this

accepting state and back to itself there is one with the mini-

mal cost. Thus, an accepting run of the form (11) can be

built using this minimal cycle as the periodic suffix.

Definition 5 (Optimal plan). The accepting run that mini-

mizes Cost(Rt
k ,
eAt

p, k) is called the optimal accepting run

and denoted by Rt
opt, k. Its projection onto Pt

k ,

tt
opt, k =Rt

opt, k jPt
k
, is called the optimal motion plan of eAt

p, k .

Algorithm 3 takes as input arguments the adjacency

relation Adj( eAt
p, k) from Algorithm 1, the set of initial

states q00 and the set of accepting states F0. It utilizes

Dijkstra’s algorithm (LaValle, 2006) for computing the

Algorithm 1. Adjacency relation of Ãt
p,k , Adj( ).

Input: product state q′s, Ãt
p,k

Output: successors δ′(q′s) and associated weights
Update: Ãt

p,k

1 q′s = 〈πi, qm〉
2 if q′s is marked ‘visited’ then
3 Return δ′(q′s) and associated weights

4 else if q′s is marked ‘unvisited’ then
5 forall the (πi, πj) ∈−→t

k do
6 forall the qn ∈ δ(qm, l), l ∈ 2APk do
7 q′g = 〈πj , qn〉
8 if q′g /∈ Q′ then
9 add q′g to Q′

10 if CheckTran((q′s, q′g), Ãt
p,k) is True

then
11 add q′g to δ′(q′s).

12 mark q′s as ‘visited’
13 Return δ′(q′s) and associated weights

Algorithm 2. Check potential transition (q ′
s, q′g) of

Ãt
p,k, CheckTran( ).

Input: pair of states (q′s, q′g), Ãt
p,k

Output: Boolean value to indicate if q′g ∈ δ′(q′s)
Update: Ãt

p,k

1 q′s = 〈πi, qm〉, q′g = 〈πj , qn〉
2 qm = 〈q1, q2, c〉, qn = 〈q̌1, q̌2, č〉
3 if Lt

k(πi) ∈ χ1(q1, q̌1) then
4 add q′g to δ′(q′s)
5 compute its weight Wp(q′s, q′g) by (10)
6 return True

7 return False
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shortest path from a single source node to a set of target

nodes within a weighted graph. In particular, function

DijksTargets(Adj( eAt
p, k), source, targets) computes

shortest paths in eAt
p, k from ‘‘source’’ state to every

target state belonging to the set ‘targets’. Function

DijksCycle (Adj( eAt
p, k), source) is used to compute

shortest cycle from the ‘‘source’’ state back to itself. As

shown in Figure 1, for each pair of initial and accepting

states (q00, q0f) where q00 2 q00 and q0f 2 F0, the shortest

path from q00 to q0f is obtained from line 1 of Algorithm 3

where DijksTargets(�) is called while the shortest

cycle containing q0f is obtained from line 2 of Algorithm 3

where DijksCycle(�) is called. Finally, the pair (q00,*,

q0f,*) that minimizes the total cost defined by (12) is cho-

sen. Then the optimal accepting run is determined by set-

ting its prefix as the shortest path from q00,* to q0f,* and its

suffix as shortest cycle containing q0f,* (line 4).

As a result, Algorithm 3 relies on Algorithm 1 to explore

the adjacency relation of eAt
p, k , which at the same time is

constructed on-the-fly by adding states and transitions as

discussed in Section 4.1. By Theorem 2, tt
opt, k =Rt

opt, k jPt
k

is always valid and safe no matter how the values of a and

g are chosen. Moreover, if the accumulated distance

distusoft
k

= 0 in (12), it implies that tt
opt, k satisfies uk

fully, i.e. both usoft
k and uhard

k . Algorithm 3 summarizes the

optimal plan synthesis algorithm.

Remark 2. Algorithm 3 can be applied directly when usoft
k

is feasible without any modification. This is due to the fact

that when ‘a’ is large enough, i.e. the penalty on violating

Asoft
k is severe, Algorithm 3 will select the accepting run

that satisfies usoft
k .

4.3. Hybrid controller synthesis

Without loss of generality, let the optimal plan from

Algorithm 3 be tt
opt, k =pk, 0 pk, 1 � � �pk, i � � �, where pk,i is

the ith state along tt
opt, k . The corresponding hybrid control-

ler that implements the plan is constructed as follows: for

each transition (pk, i, pk, i+1) 2 tt
opt, k , the corresponding

controller Ut
k(pk, i, pk, i+1) is activated until agent k is out

of region pk,i and within the free space pt
k, free. The purpose

is to avoid that agent k enters region pk,i again. After that,

the controller is switched to Ut
k(;, pk, i+1) to navigate

agent k to region pk, i+1 without entering other regions in

Pt
k . To avoid discontinuities between controller switching,

we introduce a fading function as proposed in Loizou

and Kyriakopoulos (2004), which ensures a continuous

transition from Ut
k(;, pk, i) to Ut

k(pk, i, pk, i+1) and from

Ut
k(pk, i, pk, i+ 1) to Ut

k(;, pk, i+ 1). Assume that agent k

enters region pk,i at time T1, leaves region pk,i at time

T2 . T1, and enters region pk, i+1 at time T3 . T2. We

construct the switch function:

s(x)=
1

2
(sat(2x� 1)+ 1) ð13Þ

where sat(�) is the standard saturation function: sat(x) = x,

if jxj � 1; sat(x) = x/jxj if jxj . 1. Then for t 2 [T1, T2),

the control signal uk(t) is given by

uk(t)= (1� s(s))U t
k(;, pk, i)+ s(s)U t

k(pk, i, pk, i+ 1)

ð14Þ

where s= t�T1

n1
; n1 . 0 is a design parameter indicating

the time period of this switching process. For t 2 [T2, T3),

the control signal uk(t) is given by

uk(t)= (1� s(s))U t
k(pk, i, pk, i+ 1)+ s(s)Ut

k(;, pk, i+ 1)

ð15Þ

Fig. 1. For every pair of initial state q00 2 q00 (in blue) and

accepting state q0f 2 F0 (in red), the shortest path from q00 to q0f
and the shortest cycle containing q0f are computed.

Algorithm 3. Optimal plan synthesis OptPlan( ).

Input: Ãt
p,k

Output: the optimal run Rt
opt,k and associated plan τ t

opt,k

Update: Ãt
p,k

1 Initialize Q′
0, F ′ of Ãt

p,k

2 For each initial state q′0 ∈ Q′
0, call DijksTargets(Adj(Ãt

p,k), q′0, F ′)
3 For each accepting state q′f ∈ F ′, call DijksCycle(Adj(Ãt

p,k), q′f )
4 Find the pair of (q′0,∗, q′f,∗) that minimizes the summed cost by (12)
5 Optimal accepting run Rt

opt,k: prefix, the shortest path from q′0,∗ to q′f,∗; suffix, the shortest cycle from q′f,∗ and back
to itself

6 τ t
opt,k = Rt

opt,k|Πt
k
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where s= t�T2

n2
; n2 . 0 is a design parameter indicating

the time period of this switching process. This procedure is

repeated for all i = 0,1,2., where the suffix of tt
opt, k is

repeated infinitely often.

5. Knowledge update and transfer

The agents have both the sensing ability to discover the

workspace and the communication functionality to share

knowledge with their neighbouring agents. In this section,

we will discuss how the sensing ability is modelled, the

structure of the communication network and the communi-

cation protocol among the agents.

Denote by Senset
k as the set of sensing information

obtained at time t � 0 by agent k. Note that this information

might be gathered when an agent reaches a region or during

the transition from one region to another. Moreover, this

information should only reflect the changes of the workspace

model perceived by agent k. It has the following format:

Senset
k = f(½q, r
, S, S:), E, E:g ð16Þ

where [q, r] is the dimension of an perceived sphere region;

S4APk is the set of propositions satisfied by this region;

S:4APk is the set of propositions not satisfied by this

region; (pi, pj) 2 E if (pi, pj) needs to be added to !t
k ;

(pi, pj) 2 E: if (pi, pj) needs to be removed from !t
k .

Senset
k reflects the actual workspace observed by agent k at

time t.

This sensing functionality can be modelled by assigning

a sensing radius hk � 0, such that all points of interest that

lie with the sphere fq 2 R
2jkq� qk(t)k� hkg are visible,

where qk(t) 2 R
2 is agent k’s position at time t.

5.1. Knowledge transfer

In this section, we explain how the knowledge about the

workspace is shared among the agents.

5.1.1. Communication network. The communication net-

work represents how the information flows among the

agents. Each agent k has a set of neighbouring agents,

denoted by Kk � K. Agent k can send messages directly to

any agent belonging to Kk . We take into account two differ-

ent ways to model the communication network: (i) global

communication with a fixed topology; (ii) limited commu-

nication with a dynamic topology. In the first case, Kk is

pre-defined and fixed after the system starts. In the second

case, each agent has a communication range, denoted by ck

� 0. Agent k can only send messages to agent g if their

relative distance is less than ck, i.e. ||qg(t) 2 qk(t)|| � ck

where qg(t), qk(t) 2 R
2 are the positions of agents g and k

at time t. Then Kt
k = fg 2 Kkqg(t)� qk(t)k� ckg is the

time-varying neighbouring set of agent k at time t, namely

k can only send messages to g 2 Kt
k . Different communica-

tion radius would result in a directed communication

topology.

5.1.2. Communication protocol. Agent k is interested in all

of the propositions appearing in uk, namely uk jAPk
. We pro-

pose a subscriber–publisher communication mechanism to

reduce the communication load for each agent. Whenever

agent g communicates with agent k 2 Kt
g for the first time

at time t, it follows the subscribing procedure: agent g

sends a request message to agent k that

Requesttg, k =ugjAPg
ð17Þ

which informs agent k the set of workspace properties agent

g is interested in. Each agent has a subscriber list, contain-

ing the request messages it has received. Note that each

agent sends a request to any of its neighbouring agents only

once, meaning that each agent also needs to keep track of

the agents which it has subscribed to.

Afterwards, the publishing phase of each agent follows

an event-driven approach: whenever an agent k has obtained

a sensing update Senset
k , it checks its subscriber list whether

the content might be of interest to any of the subscribers

regarding some propositions. If it is of interest to agent g

regarding some proposition in ugjAPg
, then agent k checks if

g 2 Kt
k . If so, it publishes a reply message to agent g that

Replyt
k, g = f(½q, r
, S0, S0:)g ð18Þ

where S0= S \ (ugjAPg
) and S0:= S: \ (ugjAPg

); [q, r]

contains the dimension of the sphere region that satisfies S0

but not S0: according to agent k’s latest sensing update. The

above procedure is summarized in Algorithm 4. Note that

since 0 and S0: only contain propositions that are relevant to

agent g’s task ug, every reply message from agent k to g

contains useful knowledge for agent g. This subscriber–

publisher scheme can be easily implemented by multicast

or unicast wireless protocols.

5.2. Knowledge update

At time t, agent k might obtain new knowledge from

Senset
k and Replyt

g, k as described before, based on which

it needs to update its own system model. In particular, the

size and property of certain regions need to be changed

and new regions might be added. The update includes two

aspects: the finite transition system T t
k and the underlying

navigation controllers.

Algorithm 4. Transfer knowledge, TranKnow( ).

Input: Senset
k, Requestt0g,k

Output: Replyt
k,g

1 forall the ([q, r], S, S¬) ∈ Senset
k do

2 forall the Requestt0g,k received at t0 < t do
3 if g ∈ Kt

k then
4 S′ = S ∩ (ϕg|APg )
5 S′

¬ = S¬ ∩ (ϕg|APg )
6 if S′ �= ∅ or S′

¬ �= ∅ then
7 add ([q, r], S′, S′

¬) to Replyt
k,g
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5.2.1. Transition system update. Denote by T t�

k and T t+

k

as the transition system before and after the update at time

t. Recall that (½q, r
, S, S:) 2 Senset
k or Replyt

g, k indicates

that a sphere region satisfying S and not satisfying S: is

detected. Denote by pnew=Br(q) as the newly-perceived

region. Since agent k’s initial knowledge of the workspace

might not be correct in terms of centre, radius and property

of the regions, these parameters need to be updated

accordingly. For pk, n 2 Pt�

k , let Brt�
k, n
(qt�

k, n), Brt+

k, n

(qt+

k, n),
Lt�

k (pk, n) and Lt+

k (pk, n) be the size and property of pk,n

before and after the update. Depending on the relative position

between pnew and any pk,n, there are three different cases:

(i) pnew\pk,n = ;, for all pk, n 2 Pt�

k ; namely pnew

does not intersect with any of the existing region in

Pt�

k (case I in Figure 2); then pnew is added to Pt�

k

and it can be verified that Pt+

k is valid;

(ii) pnew4pk,n or pk,n�pnew; it means that the size and

properties of pk,n should be changed, namely

pk, n =Br(q) and Lt+

k (pk, n)= Lt�

k (pk, n) \ S n S:
(cases II and IV in Figure 2);

(iii) pnew\pk,n6¼;, pnew<pk,n and pk,n<pnew; then

pnew is added to Pt�

k as pk,jNk + 1j and

Lt+

k (pk, jNk + 1j)= S, while the center and radius

qtþ

k;n; r
tþ

k;n of pk;n is modified by

rt�

k, n + r

d
qt�

k, n �
rt�

k, n + r � d

d
q,

rt�

k, n + d � r

2
� e

� �
ð19Þ

where d = kq� qt�

k, nk and e . 0 is a tuning parameter

indicating the minimal distance between two neighbouring

regions (case III in Figure 2); thus pk, n =Bqt+

k, n

(rt+

k, n) and

Lt+

k (pk, n)= Lt�

k (pk, n); if pnew intersects with more than

one regions in Pt�

k , the above procedure needs to be applied

to each one of them.

Regarding E,E: 2 Senset
k , new transitions are added to

T t�

k based on E while transitions in E: are removed from

T t+

k . Algorithm 5 describes how to construct T t+

k from T t�

k

based on Senset
k and Replyt

g, k ; ~Pt
k � P is used to store the

set of regions within Pt�

k of which the labelling function is

changed during the update, which serves as an input argu-

ment to Algorithm 6 later. Note that if both Senset
k and

Replyt
g, k are empty, T t+

k remains the same as T t�

k .

5.2.2. Hybrid control scheme update. Assume that T t�

k is

updated to T t+

k by Algorithm 5 at t = T0. Let agent k’s cur-

rent motion plan be topt,k, which is obtained as the output

of Algorithms 3 or 8. If agent k belongs to one region at

t = T0, e.g. qk(T
0) 2 pk,i, where pk,i is the ith state in topt,k,

the control signal of agent k for t . T0 is given by

Fig. 2. Different relative positions between the newly-perceived sphere region (in blue) pnew =Br(q) and an existing region (in red)

pk, n 2 Pt�

k .

Algorithm 5. Update knowledge, UpdKnow( ).

Input: T t−
k , Senset

k, Replyt
g,k.

Output: T t+

k , Π̃t
k

1 forall the ([q, r], S, S¬) ∈ Senset
k or Replyt

g,k do
2 if Case I then
3 add πnew to Πt−

k

4 πnew = Br(q) and Lt+

k (πnew) = S

5 if Cases II or IV then
6 πk,n = Br(q) and

Lt+

k (πk,n) = Lt−
k (πk,n) ∩ S \ S¬

7 if Lt+

k (πk,n) �= Lt−
k (πk,n) then

8 add πk,n to Π̃t
k

9 if Case III then
10 add πnew to Πt−

k

11 πnew = Br(q) and Lt+

k (πnew) = S

12 πk,n = B
qt+

k,n
(rt+

k,n) by (19),

Lt+

k (πk,n) = Lt−
k (πk,n)

13 remove (πi, πj) from −→t−
k , for all (πi, πj) ∈ Et¬

14 add (πi, πj) to −→t−
k , for all (πi, πj) ∈ Et

Algorithm 6. Update product automaton UpdProd( ).

Input: Ãt
p,k, Π̃t

k, Et, Et¬
Update: Ãt

p,k

1 forall the πi ∈ Π̃t
k and (πi, πj) ∈ (Et ∪ Et¬) do

2 forall the qm ∈ Q do
3 if 〈πi, qm〉 ∈ Q′ then
4 mark q′s = 〈πi, qm〉 as “unvisited”
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u�k(t)= (1� s(s)) uk(T
0)+ s(s)U t+

k (pk, i, pk, i+ 1), ð20Þ

where uk(T
0) is the control signal given by (14); s= t�T 0

n3
; the

switching function s(s) is defined in (13); n3 . 0 is a design

parameter indicating the time period of this switching process;

Ut+

k (pk, i, pk, i+ 1) is given by (3) with respect to T t+

k .

If agent k is during the transition from pk,i to pk,i+1 at

time t = T0, where pk,i, pk,i+1 are the i th and (i + 1) th

state in topt,k, the control signal for t . T0 is given by

u�k(t)= (1� s(s)) uk(T
0)+ s(s)Ut+

k (;, pk, i+ 1), ð21Þ

where uk(T
0) is the control signal given by (15); s= t�T 0

n4
;

the switching function s(s) is defined in (13); n4 . 0 is a

design parameter indicating the time period of this switching

process; Ut+

k (;, pk, i+ 1) is given by (3) with respect to T t+

k .

Given a sufficiently small transition time n1, n2, n3,

n4 . 0, the asymptotic stability of controllers

Ut+

k (pk, i, pk, i+ 1) and Ut+

k (;, pk, i+ 1) guarantees that the

goal region pk,i + 1 can be reached in finite time.

6. Real-time reconfiguration

Since T t
k might be updated as described in Section 5, the

optimal accepting run and its corresponding optimal motion

plan derived by Algorithm 3 in Section 4 need to be evalu-

ated regarding their validity, safety and optimality.

6.1. Product automaton update

Denote by eAt�

p, k and eAt+

p, k as the product automaton corre-

sponding to T t�

k and T t+

k , respectively. Recall that ~Pt
k is

the set of regions whose labelling function has changed,

while Et and Et
: are two sets of transitions in T t�

k that have

been added and removed by Algorithm 5. To update eAt
p, k ,

a brute-force approach would be either to reconstruct the

complete eAt
p, k from scratch by Definition 4 using eAuk

and

T t+

k , or to re-evaluate all transitions within eAt�

p, k that are

relevant to the latest changes in T t+

k as proposed in Guo

and Dimarogonas (2014). However, both methods have the

complexity proportional to the number of transitions within

Auk
and more importantly most of the updated transitions

of eAt+

p, k might not be used by Algorithms 3 and 8 later. It

would be computationally inefficient to reconstruct eAuk

using either of the above ways, in particular given the exis-

tence of the multi-agent knowledge transfer scheme and

partially-known workspace.

Thus, we propose to incorporate the update information

including ~Pt
k , Et and Et

: into the adjacency relation func-

tion of eAt
p, k in Algorithm 1. As summarized in Algorithm

6, for any state pi 2 ~Pt
k whose labelling function has

been changed, and all added or removed edges

(pi, pj) 2 (Et [ Et
:), the corresponding states q0s = hpi,

qmi 2 q0 are marked as ‘‘unvisited’’, indicating that all

of the transitions originated from q0s have to be

re-constructed. In this way, the update information will

only be used when q0s is revisited by the planning

Algorithms 3 and 8 and then d0(q0s) is re-constructed.

6.2. Validity and safety

Given the updated product automaton At+

p, k , an accepting

run Rt�

k of eAt�

p, k and the corresponding plan tt�

k , two natural

questions arise. (1) Is tt�

k still valid or safe? (2) If not, how

can we modify tt�

k such that it remains valid and safe for

T t+

k and uk ?

Before answering the first question, we need to define

invalid and unsafe transitions within the current accepting

run Rt�

k . Denote by Edge(Rt�

k ) the set of all transitions

appearing in Rt�

k , which is finite due to the prefix–suffix

structure by (11).

Definition 6. Given T t+

k from Algorithm 5, a transition

(hpi, qmi, hpj, qni) 2 Edge(Rt�

k ) is called: (i) invalid if

(pi, pj) 62!t+

k ; (ii) unsafe if Lt+

k (pi) 62 x1(qmjQ1
, qnjQ1

),
where qmjQ1

and qnjQ1
are the projections of qm, qn onto

Q1.

The notation Xt
k and @t

k in Algorithm 7 are used to store

the sets of invalid and unsafe transitions in Rt�

k . Algorithm

7 iterates through each transition (hpi, qmi,hpj, qni) within

Edge(Rt�

k ) and checks whether (pi, pj) has been removed

from T t+

k (line 3) or if the changed label Lt+

k (pi) would

make this transition unsafe (line 6), where function

CheckTran() is called.

Theorem 3. Assume that Rt�

k is an accepting run of eAt�

p, k .

Here Xt
k , @t

k are obtained from Algorithm 7. Then: (i) tt�

k

remains valid if and only if Xt
k = ; ; (ii) tt�

k remains safe if

@t
k = ;.

Proof. Since Rt�

k is an accepting run of eAt�

p, k , tt�

k is both

valid and safe for T t�

k by Theorem 2. If Xt
k = ; and

@t
k = ;, Edge(Rt�

k ) does not contain any invalid or unsafe

transitions by Definition 6. Thus Rt�

k is still an accepting

run of eAt+

p, k . ‘If’ part of (i): by Theorem 2, tt�

k is valid

since Rt�

k remains an accepting run of eAt+

p, k . ‘Only if’ part

of (i): if Xt
k \ Edge(Rt�

k ) 6¼ ;, Rt�

k jP contains at least one

Algorithm 7. Validate the current run ValidRun( ).

Input: Ãt+

p,k, Rt−
k , Π̃t

k , Et
¬

Output: Ξt
k, ℵt

k

Update: Ãt+

p,k

1 forall the (q′s, q′s+1) ∈ Edge(Rt−
k ) do

2 q′s = 〈πi, qm〉, q′s+1 = 〈πj , qn〉
3 if (πi, πj) ∈ Et

¬ then
4 add (q′s, q′s+1) to Ξt

k

5 else if πi ∈ Π̃t
k then

6 if CheckTran((q′s, q′s+1), Ãt+

p,k) is False
then

7 add (q′s, q
′
s+1) to ℵt

k
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invalid transition, thus not valid by Definition 2. ‘If’ part

of (ii): by Theorem 2, tt�

k is safe since Rt�

k remains an

accepting run of eAt+

p, k . u

One possible solution for the second question could be

to recall Algorithm 3 with respect to eAt+

p, k , which generates

a new optimal accepting run of eAt+

p, k . But this method

requires a complete new search of eAt+

p, k , which is computa-

tionally inefficient (the worst-case time complexity being

O(j eAt
p, k j � log j eAt

p, k j � (jQ00j+ jF 0j))) in the case of large

T t
k and complex uk, in the case of real-time applications

and especially when eAt
p, k has to be updated frequently.

Instead we are interested in revising Rt�

k locally such

that it fulfils the accepting condition of eAt+

p, k , but not

necessarily optimal. We propose Algorithm 8 that serves this

purpose, which is similar to Algorithm 5 of Guo et al.

(2013). Denote by Rt�
pre and Rt�

suf the prefix and suffix part of

Rt�

k ; tail(q0s,R
t�
pre) is the segment of Rt�

pre after q0s, not

including q0s; head(q0s�1,Rt�
pre) is the segment of Rt�

pre

before q0s 2 1 (not including q0s 2 1). Furthermore, last(-

bridge) is the last state on the path segment ‘‘bridge’’ and

first(Rt�
pre) is the first state of Rt�

pre. Note that if q0s is the first

element of Rt�
pre, q0s 2 1 is set to q0s (lines 3–4) and

head(q0s�1,Rt�
pre)= ;. Algorithm 8 essentially takes in the

invalid or unsafe transition (q0s,q
0
s + 1) in Rt�

k from

Algorithm 7 (either in Rt�
pre or Rt�

suf) and locally finds a ‘‘brid-

ging’’ segment that make up this transition by breadth-first

search. Function DijksTarget(Adj( eAt+

p, k), source, tar-

gets) is defined similarly as function DijksTargets(�) in

Algorithm 3, which returns the shortest path from the single

‘‘source’’ state to any target state belonging to the set ‘‘targets’’,

where Adj( eAt+

p, k) is the adjacency function from Algorithm

1. Thus, it returns the shortest path once one of the targets is

reached. Last but not least, if any of the above calls to function

DijksTarget(�) returns an empty ‘‘bridge’’, it means that

the current accepting state is not reachable from q0s 2 1. Then

Algorithm 3 is called to perform an optimal search over At+

p, k.

Note that if q0s is the last element of Rt�

suf, tail(q
0
s,R

t�

suf)
returns the first element of Rt�

suf, i.e. the accepting state, which

guarantees the cyclic structure of the suffix (lines 12–13). It is

worth mentioning that the accepting run Rt�

k is revised itera-

tively and the condition (q0s, q0s+ 1) 2 Rt�
pre or Rt�

suf is also

checked iteratively (lines 2 and 9).

6.3. Optimality

Algorithm 8 offers a way to locally revise the invalid or

unsafe plan, which however does not maintain the cost

optimality as Algorithm 3. The general problem of comput-

ing and maintaining the shortest paths in a graph where the

edges are inserted/deleted and edge weights are increased/

decreased is referred to as the dynamic shortest path prob-

lem (DSPP) of Chan and Yang (2009) and Misra and

Oommen (2005). As also pointed out in both papers, it is

inefficient to re-compute the shortest path ‘‘from scratch’’

using the well-known static solution such as Dijkstra each

time a topology change occurs in the graph. Moreover, the

DSPP algorithms proposed there require much more com-

plicated mechanism and sometimes not more efficient than

calculating everything from scratch, especially when multi-

ple changes occur simultaneously.

Algorithm 8. Revise the current plan, Revise().

Input: Ξt
k, ℵt

k, Rt−
k , Ãt+

p,k

Output: Rt+

k

Update: Ãt+

p,k

1 forall the (q′s, q′s+1) ∈ (Ξt
k ∪ ℵt

k) do
2 if (q′s, q′s+1) ∈ Rt−

pre then
3 if q′s is first(Rt−

pre) then
4 q′s−1 = q′s
5 bridge = DijksTarget(Adj(Ãt+

p,k), q′s−1, tail(q′s, Rt−
pre))

6 if bridge �= ∅ then
7 Rt+

pre = [head(q′s−1, Rt−
pre) bridge tail(last(bridge), Rt−

pre)]

8 else
9 Rt+

k = OptPlan(Ãt+

p,k) // Algorithm 3

10 break

11 if (q′s, q′s+1) ∈ Rt−
suf then

12 if q′s is last(Rt−
pre) then

13 tail(q′s, R
t−
suf) = first(Rt−

suf)

14 repeat lines 3–8 but replace Rt−
pre by Rt−

suf

15 Rt−
k = [Rt+

pre, Rt+

suf]
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Thus, in this paper, we propose the following event-

based criterion (Heemels et al., 2012) to ensure the

optimality check. Denote by Yt
k the accumulated number

of number of changes in eAt
p, k at time t. Here

Yt+

k =Yt�

k + j ~Pt
k j + jEj+ jE:j and Y0

k = 0. Denote by

Tk the last time instant when the optimal planner

Algorithm 3 is called. Let the thresholds N call
k , T call

k � 0 be

chosen freely by each agent. Then whenever at least one of

the following conditions holds: (1) Yt
k � N call

k ; (2)

t � Tk � T call
k , Algorithm 3 is called with respect the latesteAt

p, k to derive the optimal motion plan tt
opt, k , but using

agent k’s current position as the initial state in T t
k . Then

Yt+

k is reset to zero and Tk is set to the current time.

7. Overall architecture

The overall architecture is summarized in Algorithm 9.

When the system starts, each agent synthesizes its own ini-

tial motion and task plan using Algorithm 3. It sends

requests to neighbouring agents that it has not requested

before. Then it checks if it receives any reply, sensing or

request messages, based on which it replies to its subscri-

bers, and updates its transition system and product automa-

ton. At last, it decides whether the revising algorithm or

the optimal planner should be called based on the trigger-

ing condition.

Theorem 4. For each agent k at any time t � 0, its motion

plan tt
k derived by Algorithm 9 is always valid and

safe for T t
k and uk. Moreover, for any t0 � 0, there exists

time t 2 ½t0, t0+ Tcall
k 
 such that tt

k is the optimal motion

plan.

Proof. Whenever Algorithm 3 is called with respect to the

latest eAt
p, k , it generates an optimal accepting run Rt

opt, k .

When Algorithm 3 is not called, Algorithm 8 revises the

potentially falsified Rt
k such that Rt

k is an accepting run foreAt
p, k . In both cases, it is guaranteed that an accepting run

for eAt
p, k will be found if there exists one. As a result, Rt

k is

always an accepting run for eAt
p, k, thus the corresponding

motion plan tt
k is always valid and safe. Moreover, tt

k is the

optimal motion plan for T t
k and uk whenever Algorithm 3

is called. Due to the triggering condition (line 10 of

Algorithm 9), Algorithm 3 is called at least once within any

time period with length T call
k , which completes the proof. u

The low-level implementation of the discrete plan has

the important aspect of safe region-to-region navigation. As

pointed out earlier, it could potentially be combined with

many existing partition and motion planning techniques,

such as vector-field-based (Desai et al., 1998), navigation

function for linear (Belta et al., 2005) or non-holonomic

dynamic models (Lindemann et al., 2006).

The correctness of the proposed solutions follows from

Theorem 4 and the correctness of Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm. Let j eAt
p, k j be the size of eAt

p, k from Definition 4.

Algorithm 3 runs in O(j eAt
p, k j � log j eAt

p, k j � (jQ00j+ jF 0j)).
Algorithms 5 and 6 has the complexity linear to the size of

Senset
k . Algorithm 8 has the complexity linear to the length

of Rt�

k .

8. Case study

In the following case study, we apply the framework to a

team of 15 autonomous robots: five of them are aerial vehi-

cles that repetitively surveil over base stations; the rest are

Algorithm 9. Knowledge-transfer-based motion planning scheme for each agen .t k ∈ K
Input: T 0

k , Ãϕk

Output: Rt
k, τ t

k, Υt
k, Tk

1 if t = 0 then
2 R0

opt,k = OptPlan(Ã0
p,k) // Algorithm 3

3 send Requesttk,g

4 check Replyt
h,k and Requestt0g,k

5 read Senset
k from sensors

6 send Replyt
k,g = TranKnow(Senset

k, Requestt0g,k) // Algorithm 4

7 [ T t+

k , Π̃t
k] = UpdKnow(T t

k , Senset
k, Replyt

g,k) // Algorithm 5

8 Ãt+

p,k = UpdProd(Ãt−
p,k, Π̃t

k, E, E¬) // Algorithm 6

9 [ℵt
k, Ξt

k] = ValidRun(Ãt+

p,k, Rt
k, Π̃t

k, E¬) // Algorithm 7

10 Υt+

k = Υt
k + |Π̃t

k|+ |E|+ |E¬|
11 if Υk ≥ N call

k or t− Tk ≥ T call
k then

12 Rt+

k = OptPlan(Ãt+

p,k) // Algorithm 3

13 Υt+

k = 0, Tk = t

14 else
15 Rt+

k = Revise(Ãt+

p,k, Rt
k, ℵt

k, Ξt
k) // Algorithm 8

16 Rt
k = Rt+

k , τ t
k = Rt

k|Πt+
k

, Υt
k = Υt+

k , T t
k = T t+

k
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ground vehicles that collect food and water resources to

supply the base stations. All algorithms and modules are

implemented in Python 2.7. All simulations are carried out

on a desktop computer (3.06 GHz Duo CPU and 8 GB of

RAM).

8.1. Workspace and agent description

As shown Figure 3, the workspace we consider is a

10 3 10m2 square which is approximated by the circle

B5(½0, 0
). There are 7 base stations with size 1 3 1m2 (in

yellow, denoted by ‘b1’,.,‘b7’). In addition, there are

numerous no-fly zones (in cyan, denoted by ‘nfly’) and

sphere obstacles (in red, denoted by ‘obs’) at various loca-

tions with different sizes. Food (in green, denoted by

‘food’) and water (in blue, denoted by ‘water’) resources

of various size are scattered in the free space.

Five aerial vehicles (denoted by Ar_1, Ar_2,.,

Ar_5) start randomly from one of the base stations. For

aerial vehicles, ‘b1’,., ‘b7’, ‘nfly’, ‘water’, ‘food’

are their known propositions, which does not include

‘obs’. It means that aerial vehicles cannot detect obsta-

cles on the ground. Initially, they know the location and

size of some base stations and some no-fly zones, but not

the water and food resources. They have an average speed

0.1 m/s and a sensing radius of 2 m in the x–y coordi-

nate. They have the hard specification ‘‘repetitively visit

at least one of the base stations, while avoiding all no-fly

zones’’, and soft specification ‘‘visit all base stations infi-

nitely often’’. In LTL formulas, the specifications are

given as

uhard
Ar i=(�:nfly) ^ (�}(uone)),

usoft
Ar i=(�(}b1 ^ }b2 ^ . . . ^ }b7))

ð22Þ

where uonebb1 _ b2 _ . _ b7 and i = 1,., 5. The

NBA associated with uhard
Ar i has 2 states and 4 edges by

Gastin and Oddoux (2001), while the one with usoft
Ar i has 8

states and 43 edges.

The other 10 robots are ground vehicles: five of them

(denoted by Gf_1, Gf_2,., Gf_5) collect food and the

rest (denoted by Gw_1, Gw_2, ., Gw_5) for water, to sup-

ply the base stations. For ground vehicles, ‘b1’, ., ‘b7’,

‘obs’, ‘water’, ‘food’ are known propositions, which

does not include ‘nfly’. It means that ground vehicles

cannot recognize ‘nfly’ zones. Initially, they start ran-

domly from one base station and only knows the location

and size of one water (or food) resource, but not the obsta-

cles and other base stations. They have an average speed

0.05 m/s and a sensing radius of 1 m in the x–y coordinate.

For ground vehicles, the hard specification is ‘‘avoid all

obstacles and repetitively collect water (or food) resources

to at least one base station’’ and the soft specification is

‘‘supply all base stations infinitely often’’. In LTL formulas,

the hard and soft specifications for Gw_i are given by

uhard
Gw i =(�}:obs) ^ uorder

usoft
Gw i =(�(}b1 ^ }b2 ^ . . . ^ }b7)) ð23Þ

where uorderb ( hewater) ^ ( h(water)� (:
water U(uone))) ^ ( h((uone))� (:(uone) U water)),

which says that water must be fetched and supplied to at

least one base station infinitely often. Here usoft
Gw i is the

same as for Ar_i, requiring that all base stations be sup-

plied infinitely often. The NBA associated with uhard
Gw i

have 10 states and 30 edges by Gastin and Oddoux

(2001), while the one for usoft
Gw i has 8 states and 43 edges.

The soft and hard specifications uhard
Gf i and usoft

Gf i for

Gf_i can be defined in a similar way by replacing pro-

position ‘water’ with ‘food’.

Clearly, for each agent the soft specification is impossi-

ble to fulfil initially as they have no complete knowledge

about the location and size of all base stations. However,

since ‘b1’, ‘b2’., ‘b7’ belong to all vehicles, meaning

that any relevant information can be shared within the

Fig. 3. Left: The actual workspace model as described in Section 8.1. Right: The final motion plan for aerial vehicles, which

corresponds to the final optimal plan in Figure 5. It satisfies both uhard
Ar i and usoft

Ar i, since all base stations are surveiled and non-fly

areas are avoided.
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group. Moreover, since the propositions ‘water’ and

‘food’ also belong to aerial vehicles, they could help the

ground vehicles to discover relevant knowledge within a

shorter time. Regarding the communication topology, a

dynamic topology where each agent has a communication

radius (set to 5 m for all agents) as introduced in

Section 5.1.

8.2. Simulation results

Initially each agent has very limited knowledge, consider-

ing that they only know the location of one base station and

none of the obstacle regions. We choose a to be 1000 and

g to be 10 as the task specifications focus on repetitive

tasks. We set N call
k and T call

k to be (3,60s) for aerial vehicles

and (3,100s) for ground vehicles. The system was

simulated for 600s and it took 200s for the workspace to be

fully discovered by all agents. Figures 3 and 4 show the tra-

jectories corresponding to the suffix part of the optimal

run, for the three groups Ar_i, Gf_i, Gw_i. It can be

seen that both soft and hard specifications are fulfilled by

all agents.

Figures 5 and 6 shows how the optimal plans of Ar_i,

Gw_1 and Gf_i evolve with time. In particular, under the

proposed scheme, the total cost of the optimal plans for

each agent decreases gradually until its knowledge of the

workspace is complete. It can be seen that each time the

optimal planner could incorporates the update knowledge

of the workspace into the optimal plan, which satisfies the

soft task specification more. Figure 6 illustrates the number

of messages received by each agent under the dynamic

communication topology (communication radius 5 m).

Fig. 4. The final motion plan for agents Gw_i (left) and for agents Gf_i (right). It can be seen that water or food are fetched before

any base station and all base stations are supplied infinitely often, while at the same time obstacle avoidance is ensured.

Fig. 5. Each optimal plan is labelled by the cost of its prefix and suffix. Left: For Ar_i, the initial plan has a total cost around 5220,

with prefix and suffix costs being [5, 521], when it only knows the location of two base stations. Its final plan has a total cost 391,

with prefix and suffix costs being [1, 39] (as shown in Figure 3). Right: For Gf_i, The initial plan has a total cost around 5268, with

prefix and suffix costs being [12, 526], when it only knows the location of one base station and one food resource. Its final plan has a

total cost 610, with prefix and suffix costs being [3, 60] (as shown in Figure 4).
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Compared with the synchronized solution that requires

information exchange at each time step (Ding et al., 2011;

Karaman and Frazzoli, 2008), the messages are only sent

and received following the subscriber-publisher scheme

introduced in Section 5.1.

8.3. Experiments

To further testify the proposed framework, three nexus

ground vehicles are deployed in the Smart Mobility Lab,

Royal Institute of Technology KTH, as shown in Figure 7.

Similar task specifications are designed as in Section 8.

One vehicle R1 has the surveillance task over four base

stations and avoids all obstacles, as specified by (22). One

vehicle R2 needs to visit the blue regions and all base sta-

tions infinitely often in an interleaved order while avoiding

all obstacles, as specified by (23). One vehicle R3 needs to

visit the green regions and all base stations in a similar

manner. The real-time feedback of vehicles’ position and

orientation is obtained from the indoor motion capture

system ‘Qualisys’. Obstacles are detected by the on-board

sonar sensors. Wireless communication between the control

PC and vehicles are handled by APC220 Radio

Communication Modules.

In detail, the lab workspace is 6 3 6m2 and modelled

by the circle B3(½0, 0
). Four base stations are located at

four corners; two blue regions, two green regions, three

obstacles regions are scattered in the workspace (as shown

in Figure 7). The inter-agent collision avoidance is tackled

locally by a distributed reactive navigation controller.

Initially R1 knows the location of two base stations but

none of the obstacle regions while R2 and R3 only know

the location of one base station and one green or blue

regions. Figure 7 shows the main panels recorded during

the experiment, including the video stream, each vehicle’s

trajectory and its local knowledge, and the log window dis-

playing the messages exchanged among the vehicles and

the updates of each vehicle’s plan. Figure 8 shows four

snapshots during the experiments when one of the agents

receives knowledge updates and adapts its motion and task

Fig. 6. Left: The total cost of the optimal plan of agents Gw_i evolves with time. The initial plan has a total cost around 5147, with

prefix and suffix costs being [11, 513], when it only knows the location of one base station and one water resource. Its final plan has

a total cost 456, with prefix and suffix costs being [6, 45] (as shown in Figure 4). Right: It shows the number of messages (including

sensing and reply messages) received by each agent under the dynamic communication topology.

Fig. 7. Left: Workspace used in the experiment, with three Nexus vehicles. Right: Recorded panels including video streams, vehicles’

trajectories and the log window.
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Fig. 8. Upper-left: Agent R1 receives knowledge about b3 from R2 and changes its plan by going to b3 instead of going back to b2.

Upper-right: Agent R1 receives knowledge about b4 from R3 and changes its plan by going to b4 instead of going to b1. Bottom-left:

Agent R3 receives knowledge about b2 from R2 and changes its plan by going to b2 instead of going back to b3. Bottom-right: Agent

R2 receives knowledge about b4 from R3 and changes its plan by going to b4 instead of going to b1.

Fig. 9. Upper-left: The suffix part of agent R1’s trajectory satisfying (22). Upper-right: The suffix part of agent R2’s trajectory

satisfying (23). Bottom-left: The suffix part of agent R3’s trajectory satisfying similar tasks for Gf_i. Bottom-right: Number of

messages received by each agent during the process.
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plan. After all agents have the same knowledge about the

workspace which reflects the actual workspace, each agent’s

task plan would remain static and coincide with the optimal

plan given the complete knowledge, as shown in Figure 9.

9. Conclusion and discussion

We have proposed a knowledge transfer scheme for coop-

erative motion and task planning of multi-agent systems

under local LTL specifications. The workspace is assumed

to be partially known. The specifications consist of hard

and soft constraints, which might be infeasible initially.

Algorithms are provided for the agents to update and

exchange their knowledge about the workspace, based on

which they revise and improve their plans. Future work

could include the consideration of dependent task

specifications.
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